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Abstract
This article discusses t,he selection of the domain for a
knowledge-based expert system for a corporate application
The selection of the domain is a critical task in an expert system development
At the st,art of a project looking into the
development of an expert, syst,em, the knowledge engineering
project team must investigate one or several possible expert
system domains They must decide whether the selected application(s) are best suited to solution by present expert system
technology, or if there might he a hettel way (or, possibly, no
way) to attack the problems. If there arc several possibilities,
the team must also rank the potential applications and select
the best availahlc
To evaluate the potential of possible application domains, it has proved very useful to have a set of
desired at,trihutes for a good expert system domain. This art,iclc presents such a set of attrihut,es
The at,trihute set was
developed as part of a major expert system development project
at GTE Lahorat.ories. It, was used recurrently (and modified
and expanded continually) throughout an extensive application
domain evaluation and selection process

This article discusses the srlection of the domain for a
knowledge-based expert system. In particular, it focuses
on selecting an expert system domain for a corporate application. The choosing of the domain is a critical task in
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the development of an expert, system, and thus a significant amount of eflort should go into the selection process.
Background
Interest in artificial intelligence by the corporate business
communit,y has been growing dramatically in t,he last, few
years, and many corporations have set, up AI groups or
are in the process of doing so. One of the prime arcas of
corporate interest is expert systems. Though the nunlber
of expert systems actually functioning in a corporate environment, is still relatively small, the number of project,s
looking into expert system development is growing rapidly.
The knowledge engineering project team working on
an expert, syst-em development must investigate possible
application domains. In some cases there is a very specific
application, chosen by management,, for which an expert
system is to be developed. In this situation, it is likely that,
those who selected the application area had little technical knowledge of artificial intelligence or expert systems.
Thus, the project team must decide whether the selected
application is one that is best suited to solution by present
expert system technology, or if there might be a better way
(or, possibly, no way) to attack the problem.
In other cases, the project team is asked to select one
of several corporate problems or to survey corporate concerns to find a good application of expert system technology. Here, the pro.jcct tcarn must not only decide if an
application is suited to present expert, system technology,
but must also rank potential domains and select the best
available application.
To evaluate the potential of a possible application, it
has proven very useful to have a set of the attributes desired in a good expert syst,em domain This article provides such a set of attributes. The set includes technical

attributes as well as ai-tributes related to non-technical
corporate issucs
An Application

Domain

Evaluation

Process

The set of dcsired expert system domain att,ribut,es was
developed as part of a niajor expert, syst,cnl development,
prqjcct at GTE Laborat,orics. It, was used recurrently (and
ruodifird and expanded continually) throughout au cxt,cnsive application domain rvaluation and sclcction process.
Over 50 corporate managers and “experts” were interviowcd, and over 30 extremely diverse possible expert, systciri applications areas were considered, at least. briefly.
This list was narrowed to eight nla,jor possibilities, and
these were further analyzed and ranked Two primary
candidate areas wcrc studied in great, dct,ail. Finally, one
application alca was chosen, and our syst,cm devclopnlent
was

\qpl.

At each stage of the sclectiou process, the set, of at,tributes proved very useful. In initial iiit,crviews, a discussion of the attributes was an excellent. way t,o give our
interviewees; who usually knew nothing about artificial intelligcucr or expert systems, some quick idea of the sort
of application area for which WC were looking
As each
potential application surfacrd, a brief check through the
desired at,tribute list enabled us to identify possible prohlems rclat,ed t,o the candidate area, and then t,o focus our
fiirtlicr questions When the sot of majol possibilities was
determined, we were easily able to highlightS the good and
bad points of each potential application
Finally, when
the actual application area was decided upon, we used the
att,ribut,e list to justify the decision. One further point: at
each step, the list proved very useful t,o justify the dropping of politically favored candidate areas.
Desired

Properties

of the Domain

This s&ion prosmts a set of desired attributes for the
domain of au expert system for a corporate application.
Though many of these attributes arc applicable to all PXpert systems, there are some that arc specific to the dcvcloprnent of an expert system in a corporate eiivironincnt.
These involve, for cxanlplc, the likelihood of corporat,e acceptance of a system, the support, for the system dcveloprnent by corporate management, etc. There arc probably
analogous pointas that, apply to an academic or other environmmt, but these are uot. addressed here.
The attribute set was developed from t,hc perspective
of providing a real working expert, system to solve a corporat,e problem, using state of the art expert system techniques The discovery of new or better methods for expert,
syst,clu tlevelopulcnt was not an ob,jcctivcPmin fact, a domain that requires a major brcakthough in expert system
methodology is probably not, a good domain to choose if
the goal is to maximize the likelihood of success Yet, any
project that is the first, t,o attack a particular domain is

likely to find some unique properties of the domain that
may require new approaches.
There may be a degree of commonality among some of
the attributes listed in this section. However, to encourage
consideration of the diffcrcnt, aspects of domain selection,
these comnonalities were not, eliminated.
Very few of these desired attributes are absolutr, and
it is unlikely that any domain will meet, all of them couplctely. Fmtherrnore, in each different sit,uation the wrighting of the factors will be different, and additional fact,ors
may apply. This set does provide, howcvcr, a fairly cxt~cnsive list of aspects to consider in doniain selection.
Basic Requirements
l The domain as charncterazed
by the use of expert Icno~~L
edye, judgment, and experoence. The goal of the pro.jcct is
to ext#ract a portion of an expert’s knowledge, .judgnlcnt,
and experience, and put it in a prograni
Conventional
programmrng
the task are not satasfactory.

l

(algorzthmrc)

approaches

to

If a conventional approach
will work well, there is usually less t,cchnical risk to using
it, rather than an expert, systcnl approach. Note, however,
that expert systcln rnet,hodology lnay offer sonle additioual
advantages over conventional tccliniqurs, such as the expected ease of updating and nlaint,aining a knowledge base
and the ability t,o explain results.
l There are recognized experts that solve the problem
today.
If an area is t,oo new or too quickly changing, there inay
be no real experts. However, these are often the arcas that,
are siiggest,ed for expert. syst,eiii developinents.
l
The experts are probably better than amateurs m performing the taslc. Thus, the task does require expertise.
l
Expertase as not or wall not be nvaalable on a relaable
and contanuang bnsas, i c , there as a need to “capture” the
expertzse. Thus, there is a need for the expert systeni
For example: (1) expertise is scarce, (2) expert,ise is CXprnsive, (3) there is a strong dependence on ovelworkcd
experts, and/or (4) expertise is available today, but, will
be unavailable, or less available, in the future.
l
The completed system as expected to have a saynzJicant
payof for the corporataon.
l Among posszble application
domaans, the domain selected
as that one that best meets overall prolect souls regardang
project payoR versus rask of faalure For cxarnplc, a consclvativc approach would be to attrrnpt to dcvclop a systcrn
that would lneet some criterion for nlininnun payoff if successful. and that seenis to offer the best chance of success.
Type of Problem
l
The task pramarily requares symbolac reasonrng.
For a
task t,hat prilnarily involves nunierical coulputlation, consideration should also be given to other progranuning approaches
The task requires the use or heurastzcs, e.g., rules of
thumb, strategaes, etc. It may requrre consaderataon of ml

l
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extremely large number of possabalitaes or at mt~y requrre
decasaons to be based upon incomplete or uncertaan anformntaon. A strength of expert systems is their abilit,y to

handle heuristics. Pioblems with very large numbers of
possibilities or with incomplctc or mlcertain information
are difficult to attack by conventional approaches, but may
be amenable to expert syst,eni nietliodologies
The task does not requare knowledge
from a very large
number of areas If it did, the amount, of knowledge needed

l

for the expert system would probably he beyond acceptable limits Also, t.here arc difficulties in combining very
heterogeneous knowledge.
The system development has as ats goal either to develop
(1 system for actual use or to make major advances an the
stute of the art of expert system technology, but does not
attempt to achreve both of these goals samultnneously.
DO-

l

ing both simultaneously

is laudable, but, more difficult

The task as defined very clearly. At the project outset,
there should be n precrse definztion of the anputs and outputs of the system to be developed This is a good attribute

l

of any task. Howcvcr, it is not, necessary that the task definition be fixed for all time As the system evolves and as
situations change, it should be possible t,o change the task
definition accordingly.
The Expert

Problem

Bounds

The task as neather too easy (takang a human expert less
than a few manutes) nor too dificult (requarang more than
a lew hours Jor en expert). If the task is too easy, the

l

development of the system may not warrant, the effort;
if too difficult, the amount of knowledge needed may be
beyond the state of the art in knowledge base size.
a The amount of knowledge requared by the tusk as large
enough to make the knowledge

There exists an expert to work wath the proJect.

l

l The expert should be easy to work wath. The project, team
and t,he expert will be spending a lot, of time toget,her
l
The expertase for the system, at least that pertainrng
to
one particular sub-domaan, as to be obtnaned pramaraly from
one expert This avoids the problem of draling with multiple experts whose conclusions or problen-solving
techniques do not agree. However, there may be some advantages to using multiple experts-e.g., strength of authority
and breadth of expertise in sub-domains.
l
If multiple
experts contrabute in a purtacular
subdomaan, one of them should be the primary
expert wath
final authoraty. This allows all the expertise to be filtered
through a single person’s reasoning process. (Note that
some techniques have been developed, in disciplines such
as economic modeling and technological forecasting, to allow combining inputs from multiple experts.)

This is

the source of expertise
The expert's knowledge and reputntron must be such that
if the expert system as able to capture a portaon of the expert’s expertase, the system’s output wall have credabilaty
and authoraty
Otherwise, the system may not be used.

l

(This may not be necessary in a domain where au accepted
test for “goodness” of result, exists.)
The expert hns bualt up expertase over a long peraod of
task performance.
Thus, thr expert has had the amount

l

of experience necessary to be able to develop the insight,s
into the area that result, in heuristics.
l
The expert will commat n substnntaal amount of time to
the development
of the system.
This is often a problem.
The best experts, in the most important corporate areas,
arc usually the outs that can be least spared from their
usual position

base developed interestang

If it is too small, the task may be more amenable to another approach e.g , a decision tree.
a The task as suficiently
narrow and self-contaaned: the
nam as not for a system that is expert an an entare domnan,
but for a system that is an expert an a lamated task wathan
the domaan. This more tightly bolmds the task, which

should help keep the size of the knowledge base bounded.
l
The number of arnportant concepts (e.g., rules) requared
as bounded to several hundreds. This is a reasonable size
for an expert syst,em, though the number can go into the
thousands.
Domain

Area Personnel
Personnel in the domain area are realistic,

understanding
the potentaal of an expert system for thear domaan, but also
reali&g that thus fnr few expert systems have resulted an
actual productaon programs with mujor andustraal payoff

l

l
The expert as capable of communacatang his knowledge,
judgment,
and experaence, and the methods used to apply
them to the pcartacular task. It is import,ant to find an ex-

The system recipients should not be overly optimistic nor
overly pessimistic. The project, t,cam may have to educat,e
them to understand what are reasonable expectations.

pert that has not only the expertise, but also the ability
to impart it to the project team, whose members probably
know little or nothing about the sub.jcct, arca. The expert
should be able to introspect, to analyze his reasoning process, and then should be able to describe the reasoning
process clearly to the project team, and to discuss it with

l

t11em.
l The expert as cooperntzve

The expert should be eager to
work on the project or, at worst, nonantagonistic.
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Domnan urea personnel understand that even a successful
system will lakely be limited in scope and, lake a human
expert, may not produce optimal or correct results 100% of
the tame. The expert, system will probably be no bcttcr

than a limited version of the expert this must be enough.
l
There as strong managerial support from the domaan
aren, especially regardang the large commitment
of time by
the expert(s),
and their possible travel or temporary
relocntaon, af required. This should all be agreed upon up front.

The speczfic task withrn the domazn as joantly agreed upon
by the system developers and the domain area personnel.
This helps rnsurc that the system, if successful, will be
useful and will be used.
l

Managers zn the domain area have prevzously identtfied
the need to solve the problem which the system attacks.

l

This is st,rong evidence that t,he system is needed and
makes managerial support more likely.
The prolect is strongly supported by a sensor manager,
for protection and follow-up.
l Potential
users would welcome the completed system. If
l

not, will the system ever be used? The project team should
consider how to make the system unthreatening to the
users and welcomed by them.
l The system can be antroduced wzth minzmal
dasturbance of
the current practace. This will make the users’ acceptance
of the system more likely
l The user group as cooperntave and pataent.
l The
introductzon
of the system wall not be politzcally sensatave or controversaal. If not, the potential resulting problems should be considered in advauce One t,ypical problem: The control or use of the system goes across existing
organizational boundaries.
The knowledge contaaned by the system wall not be politacally sensitive or controversial
For example, there may

l

be certain practices, embodied in heuristics, which may
prove embarrassing if writt,cn down, such as how certain
customers are t,reated relative t,o other cust,omers.

wit,11teaching the domain knowledge to neophytes, such as
the project team (and, ultimately, the syst,em). Furthermore, this usually meaus that there is an organization t,o
the knowledge that can prove useful (at least, initially) in
building t,hc system.
There
are books or other wrztten materzals dascussang
the domaan. If this is true, then an expert has already ex-

l

tracted and organized some of the domain expertise. As in
t,hc previous point, this organixcd knowledge might prove
useful (at, least, initially) in building the syslem. Note,
however, that one benefit of capturing an expert’s domain
knowlcdgc might be to make a st,cp t#oward formalizing
a domain that, has not, been treated in a formal manlier
bcforc
l
The task’s payof as measurable. If ilot,, it, is llarcler to
demonst,rate success t,o skcpt,ics
l Experts
would agree on whether the system’s results are
good (correct) If not, the system’s results arc open to challenge, even if t,he systrm accurately embodies the expert’s
knowledge.
l Test cases are avaalable
This makes development much
easier.
w The need for the task as prgected to contanue for several
years. The ueed must, exist, enough beyond the period of
system development to generat,c the payoff.

l

The domain as fairly stuble. Expected changes are such
thet they utilaze the strengths of expert systems (e g , ease
of updatany or revasang specafic rules an a knowledge base),
but wall not requare major chnuges wa reasonang processes

challenge the system if its result,s do ilot, favoi them politically (e.g., on appropriation of funds), then it will bc
much harder t,o gain syst,em acceptance

An unst,able domain
number of previously
rules) are no longer
without redoing the

The system’s results will not be politacally sensitave or
controversaal.
If there will bc corporate parties who will

l

l

Other

Desirable

Features

The system can be phased anto
centage of incomplete
coverage
anataally), and the determanataoll
is covered by the present system

l

use gracefully. Some percan be tolerated (at least
of whether a sub-problem
as not daficult. If the sys-

tem does not have to do everything in order to do something, it can be put in place much sooner. The more difficult. problems can be solved later, if at all.
The task as decomposable, allowang relatively rapad prototypang for a closed small subset of the complete task, and
then slow expansaon to the complete task This makes de-

l

velopment much easier.
l The task is not all-or-nothang:
correct

or nonoptarnal

results

Some percentage of ancan be tolerated. The more

toleration for incorrect results, the faster the system can
be deployed and the casicr it will br t,o win system acceptance. For example, in a domain where even the best
experts are often wrong, system users will not be as upset,
by an incorrect result from the system
l The skall requared by the tnsk is taught to novaces. Thus,
the task is not “m~teachable,” and t,hrrc is some cxpcricncc

may yield a sit,uation where a large
developed knowledge structures (e.g.,
valid but camlot easily be changed
entire drvclopment process.
The effects of corporate developments that wall sagnaf-

scantly change the definataon of the task can be foreseen
and taken anto account
l No alternatave
solution to the problem as beangpursued or
as expected to be pursued. However, if a project goal is to

compare expert system t,echnology to other technologies,
this may be ,just what is desired
The prolect as not on the critical path for any other development, and has no absolute malestones for completaon

l

The use of expert system technology for real corporate applications is still relatively new, and so any devolopnicnt
has some risk. Thus, the less dependent other activities
arc, t,hc better.
At the outset of the proJect, the expert as able to specafy
many of the arnportant concepts. This gives good promise

l

of project success.
l The task is samalar to that of a successful
exastang expert
system. This also makes success more likely.
Any requarement for real-time response wall not anvolve
extensave e$ort. Though it is certainly possible to develop

l

a system for a problem with a real-time rcqni~ement. the
considerations involved divert effort from the primary task:
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knowledge acquisition.
The user interface will not requare extensave effort. As
with a real-t,ime requirement, if the work required is excessive, it could divert effort from knowledge acquisition.
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